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The Future of Learning Institutions in a Digital Age
Overview of a Collaborative Project

This John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation Report is a redaction of the argument in our book-in-progress, currently titled *The Future of Thinking: Learning Institutions in a Digital Age*. That book, to be published in 2010, is merely the concrete (paper and online) manifestation and culmination of a long, complex process that brought together dozens of collaborators, face to face and virtually. The focus of all of this intense interchange was the shape and future of learning institutions. Our charge was to accept the challenge of an Information Age and acknowledge, at the conceptual as well as at the methodological level, the responsibilities of learning at an epistemic moment when *learning itself* is the most dramatic medium of that change. Technology, we insist, is not what constitutes the revolutionary nature of this exciting moment. It is, rather, the potential for shared and interactive learning that Tim Berners-Lee and other pioneers of the Internet built into its structure, its organization, its model of governance and sustainability.

This is an idealistic claim about the primacy of learning. We argue that the single most important characteristic of the
Internet is its capacity to allow for a worldwide community and its endlessly myriad subsets to exchange ideas, to learn from one another in a way not previously available. We contend that the future of learning institutions demands a deep, epistemological appreciation of the profundity of what the Internet offers humanity as a model of a learning institution.

To initiate and exemplify this rethinking of virtually enabled and enhanced learning institutions, we used this project to examine potential new models of digital learning. This project, in short, is an experiment. We engaged multiple forms of participatory learning to test the power of “virtual institutions” and to model other ways that virtual, digital institutions can be used for learning. The process itself informed every step of our thinking about new forms of alliances, intellectual networks, and comparative modes of interaction (digital or face-to-face) in a range of learning environments.

We are at an early and fast-changing moment in the development of online collaborative forms. We consider this report to be both a guide to others who may wish to pursue such a course and a historical record of a form that, we suspect, will continue to evolve as dramatically in the next five years as it has in the previous. Wikipedia, the world’s most ambitious collaborative learning site to date, was after all launched only in 2001. Ours is by no means the first project to be written using collaborative tools, but it is among the first to consider a participatory, digital site from an institutional perspective and to incorporate an analysis of the process as part of its own research agenda.

As a writing exercise, our project is analogous to experiments in such recent books as Chris Anderson’s *The Long Tail* and
MacKenzie Wark’s *Gamer Theory*. Where our project differs in some respects from these and others is that it uses this experiment in participatory writing as a test case for virtual institutions, learning institutions, and a new form of virtual collaborative authorship. The names of all participants in this project are included in the appendix, and we consider their participation in this endeavor to be part of the content and method of the research itself.

*The Future of Learning Institutions in a Digital Age* began as a draft that we wrote together and then posted on a collaborative Web site developed by the Institute for the Future of the Book (http://www.futureofthebook.org) in January of 2007. The draft remained on the Institute’s site for over a year (and still remains there) inviting comments by anyone registered to the site. An innovative digital tool, called Commentpress, allowed any reader to open a comment box for any paragraph of the text and to type in a response, and then allowed subsequent readers to add additional comments. Literally hundreds of viewers read the draft and dozens offered insights and also engaged in discussions with us or with other commentators.

We also held three public forums on the draft, including one at the first international conference convened by HASTAC (“haystack”), an acronym for Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Advanced Collaboratory.¹ HASTAC is a virtual network of academics and other interested educators in all fields who are committed to three principles fundamental to the future of learning institutions: first, the creative use and development of new technologies for learning and research; second, critical understanding of the role of new media in life, learning,
and society; and third, pedagogical advancement of the goals of participatory learning. HASTAC is both the organizing collective body around which this monograph has developed and the centerpiece of our own commitment to virtual institutions.

This report points to only some of our conclusions about and principles for the future of learning institutions in a digital age. The full-length book goes much further. It offers pedagogical comparisons for teaching in new environments, detailing both the supports and inherent obstacles in collaborative teaching in virtual environments at this transitional moment. It theorizes what institutions are and how virtuality changes some institutional arrangements while requiring even stronger foundational support from traditional institutions in other ways. It re-theorizes the nature of learning and reconceives the concept of the institution as a mobilizing network resulting from the age of virtuality. It describes one such virtual institution—our own, HASTAC—in historical and institutional terms as a model of other such learning institutions. And it points to promises, problems, and even perils in the future of virtual learning institutions.

In addition, the longer book version includes extensive bibliographies to aid readers in their own endeavors to create learning institutions on new participatory models and offers a bibliography of models and examples of pioneering institutions that already are making the first steps at creating new learning networks. In the online version of our book, URLs will point one directly to sites where one can find out more about a number of innovative participatory learning experiments and institutions. Although the scope of our main discussion is on
university education and digital communities among adults, we have also included in our bibliography an annotated listing of K–12 and youth-oriented institutions that are taking the lead in exploring what virtual learning institutions might accomplish and how.

As authors, scholars, teachers, and administrators, we are part of many institutions. One conclusion we offer is that most virtual institutions are, in fact, supported by a host of real institutions and real individuals. We underscore this because it is part of the mythology of technology that its virtues, vitality, and value are “free.” We seek to deflate that myth by underscoring how much the most inventive virtual and collaborative networks are supported by endless amounts of organization, leadership, and funding. Like a proverbial iceberg, sometimes the “free” and “open” tip of virtual institutions is what we see, but it is the unseen portion below the virtual waterline that provides the support. HASTAC, for example, could not exist without the tireless work of many individuals who contributed their time and energy. Those individuals are largely located at the two institutions that have provided the infrastructural support for HASTAC from its inception: Duke University and the University of California. It would not—could not—have gotten off the ground, survived, or thrived without that institutional support, as is the case, we insist, with any comparable virtual institution, at least at this moment in time.

There is a politics implicit in our emphasis on the infrastructural, leadership, organizational, and monetary costs beneath the tip of the information iceberg. The rhetoric of the “free” and “open” Internet is inspiring, and we heartily endorse open
code and share-for-share not-for-profit licensing of the kind exemplified by Creative Commons. However, the digital divide still very much exists, across affluent countries such as the United States and throughout the wealthiest nations in Europe, and, with even greater disparity, across Third World countries. Bharat Mehra succinctly defines “digital divide” as “the troubling gap between those who use computers and the Internet and those who do not.” It is troubling—and more so. It is tragic, given how much of our global knowledge and commercial economy depend on mobile access of one form or another. To fail to acknowledge the cost of human labor and the amount of support necessary to sustain virtual institutions (as with traditional ones) obscures the importance of the extreme and ever-
increasing distribution of wealth worldwide. There is also an extreme and, many argue, increasing (not decreasing) distribution of participation in the digital age.

We thank the institutions that support our research and our virtual endeavors. They are listed in the acknowledgments section of this report. Without their vision and commitment to this larger project of envisioning the best modes of learning for a digital age, this research project would not exist. It is not our purpose to condemn traditional institutions but, we fervently hope, to be among those inspiring the kinds of change that will make our learning institutions better suited to the experiences, skills, goals, and ambitions of the young people they serve and who will be responsible for shaping the future.
The Classroom or the World Wide Web? Imagining the Future of Learning Institutions in a Digital Age

The Classroom and the World Wide Web

Modes of learning have changed dramatically over the past two decades—our sources of information, the ways we exchange and interact with information, how information informs and shapes us. But our schools—how we teach, where we teach, who we teach, who teaches, who administers, and who services—have changed mostly around the edges. The fundamental aspects of learning institutions remain remarkably familiar and have done so for something like two hundred years or more. Ichabod Crane, that parody of bad teaching in Washington Irving’s classic short story “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” (1820), could walk into most college classrooms today and know exactly where to stand and how to address his class.

If we are going to imagine new learning institutions that are not based on the contiguity of time and place—virtual institutions—we have to ask, what are those institutions and what work do they perform? What does a virtual learning institution look like, who supports it, what does it do? We know that infor-
mal learning happens, constantly and in many new ways, because of the collaborative opportunities offered by social networking sites, wikis, blogs, and many other interactive digital sources. But beneath these sites are networks and, sometimes, organizations dedicated to their efficiency and sustainability. What is the institutional basis for their persistence? If a virtual site spans many individuals and institutions, who or what supports (in practical terms) the virtual site and by what mechanisms?

Our argument here is that our institutions of learning have changed far more slowly than the modes of inventive, collaborative, participatory learning offered by the Internet and an array of contemporary mobile technologies. Part of the reason for the relatively slow change is that many of our traditional institutions have been tremendously successful, if measured in terms of endurance and stability. It is often noted that, of all existing institutions in the West, higher education is one of most enduring. Oxford University, the longest continuously running university in the English-speaking world, was founded in the twelfth century. Only the Catholic Church has been around longer and, like the Catholic Church, universities today bear a striking structural resemblance to what they were in medieval times. As is typically the case in the present, the medieval university was a separate, designated, physical location where young adults (students) came to be taught by those, usually older and more experienced, who were authorized (scholars, professors, dons) to impart their special knowledge, chiefly by lecturing. Over the years, such features as dormitories, colleges, and, later, departments were added to this universitas (corpora-
tion). The tendency toward increasing specialization, isolation, departmentalization, and advanced (graduate and professional school) training developed in the wake of the Enlightenment, gathering steam through the nineteenth and into the twentieth century.

Given this history, it is certainly hard to fathom something as dispersed, decentralized, and virtual as the Internet being a learning institution in any way comparable to, say, Oxford. We know, given these long histories, what a learning institution is—or we think we do. But what happens when, rivaling formal educational systems, there are also many virtual sites where learning is happening? From young kids customizing Pokémon (and learning to read, code, and use digital editing tools), to college students contributing to Wikipedia, to adults exchanging information about travel, restaurants, or housing via collaborative sites, learning is happening online, all the time, and in numbers far outstripping actual registrants in actual schools. What’s more, they challenge our traditional institutions on almost every level: hierarchy of teacher and student, credentialing, ranking, disciplinary divides, segregation of “high” versus “low” culture, restriction of admission to those considered worthy of admission, and so forth. We would by no means argue that access to these Internet sites is equal and open worldwide (given the necessity of bandwidth and other infrastructure far from universally available as well as issues of censorship in specific countries). But there is certainly a greater degree of fluidity and access to participation than at traditional educational institutions. So we re-ask our question: Are these Internet sites “learning institutions”? And, if so, what do these institutions
tell us about the more traditional learning institutions such as schools, universities, graduate schools?

One of the best examples of a virtual learning institution in our era is Wikipedia, the largest encyclopedia compiled in human history and one “written collaboratively by volunteers from all around the world.” Sustaining Wikipedia is the Wiki-media Foundation, Inc., with its staid organizational charts and well-defined legal structures. What is the relationship between the quite traditional nonprofit corporation headquartered in San Francisco and the free, open, multilingual, online, global community of volunteers? Is the “institution” the sustaining organization, the astonishing virtual community, or the online encyclopedia itself?

When considering the future of learning institutions in a digital age, it is also important to look at the ways that digitality works to cross the boundaries within and across traditional learning institutions. How do collaborative, interdisciplinary, multi-institutional learning spaces help to transform traditional learning institutions and, specifically, universities? For example, how are the hierarchies of expertise—the ranks of the professo-riate and also the divide of undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty (including adjunct faculty, tenure-track junior faculty, tenured, distinguished, and emeriti faculty)—supported and also undermined by new digital possibilities? Are there collaborative modes of participatory learning that help to rethink traditional pedagogical methods? And what might learning institutions look like—what should they look like—given the digital potentialities and pitfalls at hand today?
We are concerned to conjecture about the character of learning institutions and how they change, how they change those who belong to them, and how people can work together to change them. Our primary focus is higher education. It is daunting to think that universities have existed in the West since medieval times and in forms remarkably similar to the universities that exist today. Will they endure for hundreds of years more even as learning increasingly happens virtually, globally, and collaboratively? It is our hope that thinking about the potential of new ways of knowing might inspire the revitalization of those institutions of advanced formal learning.

**Participatory Learning**

A key term in thinking about these emergent shifts is *participatory learning*. Participatory learning includes the many ways that learners (of any age) use new technologies to participate in virtual communities where they share ideas, comment on one another’s projects, and plan, design, implement, advance, or simply discuss their practices, goals, and ideas together.

This method of learning has been promoted both by HASTAC and by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation’s Digital Media and Learning Initiative. Participatory learning begins from the premise that new technologies are changing how people of all ages learn, play, socialize, exercise judgment, and engage in civic life. Learning environments—peers, family, and social institutions (such as schools, community centers, libraries, museums, even the playground, and so on)—are changing as well. The concept of participatory learning is very
different from “IT” (Instructional Technology). IT is usually a toolkit application that is predetermined and even institutionalized with little, if any, user discretion, choice, or leverage. IT tends to be top-down, designer determined, administratively driven, commercially fashioned. In participatory learning, outcomes are typically customizable by the participants.

Since the current generation of college student has no memory of the historical moment before the advent of the Internet, we are suggesting that participatory learning as a practice is no longer exotic or new but a commonplace way of socializing and learning. For many, it seems entirely unremarkable. Global business more and more relies on collaborative practices where content is accretive, distributed, and participatory. In other areas too—from the arts to the natural and computational sciences and engineering—more and more research is being enacted collaboratively. A New York Times article from 2008 even suggested that a future Nobel Prize winner might not be an oncology researcher at a distinguished university but a blogging community where multiple authors, some with no official form of expertise, actually discover a cure for a form of cancer through their collaborative process of combining, probing, and developing insights online together.

Participatory learning is happening now—not in the future, but now. Those coming into our educational system rely on participatory learning for information about virtually everything in their lives. Adults, too, turn first to the Internet and the “wisdom of crowds” and “smart mobs” to help them make decisions about which car to buy, which cell phone service to use, which restaurants to frequent, and even which form of
heart surgery promises the best results with the least risk. Business and other professions turn more and more to collaborative learning forms. Again, this is not the future. This is the condition of life now, in 2009, for a majority certainly in the global north but increasingly through the use of mobile technologies in the global south, too.

This puts education and educators in the position of bringing up the rearguard, of holding desperately to the fragments of an educational system which, in its form, content, and assessments, is deeply rooted in an antiquated mode of learning. Every university in the global north, of course, is spending large sums of money revamping its technology offerings, creating great wired spaces where all forms of media can be accessed from the classroom. But how many have actually rethought the modes of organization, the structures of knowledge, and the relationships between and among groups of students, faculty, and others across campus or around the world? That larger challenge—to harness and focus the participatory learning methods in which our students are so accomplished—is only now beginning to be introduced and typically in relatively rare and isolated formats.

Most university education, certainly, is founded on ideas of individual training, discrete disciplines, and isolated achievement and accomplishment. What we want to ask is how much this very paradigm of individual achievement supports the effective learning styles of today’s youth and prepares them for increasingly connected forms of civic participation and global commerce—or how much it is at odds with contemporary culture. That needs to be stated more forcefully: The future of con-
ventional learning institutions is past—it’s over—unless those directing the course of our learning institutions realize, now and urgently, the necessity of fundamental and foundational change.

Most fundamental to such a change is the understanding that participatory learning is about a process and not always a final product. We are concerned here not just with a prognostication about future institutions for learning, but with considering, even with projecting, how learning happens today—not in some distant utopian or dystopian future.

As noted above, we posted an early draft of this essay on Commentpress, the Web-based tool developed by the Institute for the Future of the Book as a variation of the blogging software, Wordpress. Released in 2007, Commentpress allows an online text to be “marked up” in a digital version of margin notes. In doing so, we made authorship a shared and interactive experience, in which we were able to engage in online conversation with those reading and responding to our work. That is a version of participatory learning.

Box 1

The Institute for the Future of the Book

Our tools of learning are shifting increasingly from the printed page to digital media. The Institute for the Future of the Book (http://www.futureofthebook.org/) takes as its mission the chronicling of this shift and the development of digital resources to promote innovative reimaginings of the book.
Participatory learning is not simply about interaction (we all have plenty of that in our lives) but of interaction that, because of issues of access, means that one is co-creating with myriad people who are strangers and who can remain anonymous. People can respond candidly. From such a process, one learns and continues to learn from others met (if at all) only virtually, whose institutional status and credentials may be unknown.

With participatory learning, the play between technology, composer, and audience is no longer passive. Indeed, participa-
tory learning blurs these traditional lines. That blurring raises important questions for those trained as academics under a different set of premises. In the current academy, virtually everything in a scholar’s life is based on peer review and institutionally ordained authority. Who counts as a “peer” is carefully defined and which institution counts as a peer institution is also certified through accreditation and other ranking practices. Within those sets of rules, the lines of authorship and authority are clearly delineated. There is a hierarchy within the professoriate that models a similar hierarchy of teacher and student. With participatory learning these conventional modes of authority break down. In our own case of composing the first outline drafts of this document, we found the process of making our ideas accessible to anyone who wished to comment to be sometimes frustrating, occasionally embarrassing (no one likes to be called out in public), but, in the end, intellectually exhilarating in both content and in form.

**Remix Authorship**

As often happens in the history of technology, a significant new device—such as a breakthrough in new hardware or software—has an impact on a variety of the social and political conditions around it. These impacts may be large or small, general or local. On the more local end of the spectrum, in the case of the Commentpress tool, our concept of publishing changed, as did our concept of authorship over the course of our experiment with collective feedback and revision. Is the first or the final version of our text the “published” version of the essay?
Obviously the answer has to be “both.” The concept of authorship (a subject to which we will return) also needs to be reassessed because of the interactive publishing process. As any historian of the book knows, you cannot change one part of the publishing circuit without shifting the dynamics among all the other parts of the process. All aspects of publishing are interconnected, from the materiality of production (books or Web sites) to distribution networks (bookstores or downloads), to readership and even such foundational concepts as “literacy” (a term that, with participatory learning, must include digital literacy).

These affect content, too. The implications of the Commentpress interaction are fascinating for thinking about the future of learning institutions. Anyone could join the Commentpress Web site and make notes on our report, without the benefit of any specific institutional membership. As long as they heard about the project from some source—networking is another crucial component of participatory learning that we will return to later—they could register and comment. Given that one could log on from an Internet cafe in Thailand or from a graduate research program in Boston, this process offered important issues of access, authority, and anonymity. It also offered the retreat, if not the vanishing altogether, of traditional institutional structures and implicit notions of institutional membership and hierarchy marking most forms of feedback to scholarly work—such as shared membership in a classroom, an academic department, or a professional association. Participation required only access to a computer and enough literacy to be able to read, comprehend, respond to, and influence what we wrote. In many ways, the
Institute for the Future of the Book is an extension of the first subscription libraries. Ben Franklin established the Library Company of Philadelphia in 1731 to give more readers access to more kinds of knowledge. The Internet, surely, has redefined access (and its limits) for the twenty-first century. It has also dramatically reordered, if not undermined, traditional hierarchical orders of knowledge authority based on domain expertise sanctioned by institutional license.

Indeed, in a magisterial article about new technologies, the distinguished historian of the book (and now the director of Harvard University’s Libraries), Robert Darnton, has suggested that we live in not the first but actually the fourth great Information Age. The previous ones he defines as the invention of writing in approximately 4000 BC, the turn from the scroll to the codex in the third century AD, the invention of the printing press (by the Chinese in 1045 and in the West, by Gutenberg, in 1450), and now, the invention of the Internet. Of all of these, Darnton argues, the Internet has had the fastest and the most geographically extensive effect on every aspect of knowledge making and all of the arrangements of life around how we make, exchange, share, correct, and publish our ideas. It has also shifted both the perception and the reality of who makes knowledge, how it is authorized and legitimated.

And yet, to return to our central point, our learning institutions, for the most part, are acting as if the world has not suddenly, irrevocably, cataclysmically, epistemically changed—and changed precisely in the area of learning. We are not clear if this is so much an ostrich time for learning institutions or (to use a different animal metaphor) a deer-in-the-headlights time.
In any case, most institutions are stuck in an epistemological model of the past, even as they pour tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars into IT that promises a technological future. Yet, we are no longer talking about the future. Institutional change is happening as we write.

The Challenge

No one (except perhaps politicians) promotes change for the sake of change. Implicit in a sincere plea for transformation is an awareness that a current situation needs improvement. When we advocate institutional change for learning institutions, we are making assumptions about the deep structure of learning, about cognition, about the way youth today learn (about) their world in informal settings, and about a mismatch between the excitement generated by informal learning and the routinization of learning so common to many of our institutions of formal education. We advocate institutional change because we believe our current formal educational institutions are not taking enough advantage of the modes of digital and participatory learning available to students today.

Youth who learn via peer-to-peer mediated forms may be less likely to be excited and motivated by the typical forms of learning than they were even a decade ago. Too many conventional modes of learning tend to be passive, lecture driven, hierarchical, and largely unidirectional from instructor to student. As Wheat (logon name) notes on the Institute of the Future of the Book, “open-ended assignments provide the opportunity for creative, research-based learning.” And yet in the vast major-
ity of formal educational settings, partly as a concomitant of cutbacks to education resulting in increased class size but also partly a function of contemporary reified culture, the multiple-choice test has replaced the research paper or more robustly creative group-produced projects.

On the K–12 level (primary and secondary public schools), governmentally mandated programs, including those such as “No Child Left Behind,” tend overwhelmingly to reinforce a form of one-size-fits-all education, based on standardized testing. Call this cloned learning, cloning knowledge, and clones as the desired product. Such learning models—or “cloning cultures”—are often stultifying and counter-productive, leaving many children bored, frustrated, and unmotivated to learn.15

The deplorable U.S. high school dropout rates now amount to close to 35 percent of those who begin public schools in the United States.16 Of special urgency is the surging gap between the wealthy and the poor, a gap that correlates in both directions with educational levels.17 Youth from impoverished backgrounds are statistically most likely to drop out of school; high school dropouts earn less than those with a diploma, and significantly less again than those with a university degree. Incarceration rates, which have soared more than tenfold since 1970, also correlate closely with educational failure and impoverishment. Seventy-five percent of those imprisoned tend to be illiterate, earning under $10,000 per year at the time of arrest.18 Currently, according to Human Rights Watch, the United States has the highest incarceration rate of any nation on earth, higher even than China, with 762 of every 100,000 U.S. residents currently in jail (as compared to incarceration rates in the United
Kingdom of 152 per 100,000 residents, and, in Canada and France, 108 and 91, respectively). In the United States, incarceration correlates with poverty and digital access correlates with educational opportunity and wealth. Despite government pronouncements to the contrary, “digital divide” is not just an old concept but a current reality. Access to computers remains unevenly distributed. In our comments about formal education, implicit is an awareness that even the most basic resources (including computers) are lacking in the nation’s most impoverished public schools as well as in the nation’s poorest homes.

Wealth, formal education, race, and gender are important interacting factors in the certification of what constitutes “merit” and “quality.” Nevertheless, and even granting the digital divide, there is a generational shift in the kinds of learning happening by those both living above the poverty line and those more impoverished youth accessing such media in perhaps more limited form (often through community centers and libraries). An increasing number of those born after 1983 (the desktop) and 1991 (the Internet) learn through peer-to-peer knowledge networks, collaborative networks, and aggregated private and open source social spaces (from MySpace and Facebook to del.icio.us).

Given that the entering college class was born in 1989 or 1990, we are talking about a cultural change that touches every aspect of the educational system as well as nonformal learning environments for all ages. The so-called “Millennials” are, in fact, not the only age group being transformed by digital technologies. We note in passing that the average age of a World of Warcraft game player is 28.
Because of the Internet, more and more choices are available to the public, in everything from consumer products to software, social networks, modes of play, knowledge/data repositories, and cultural archives. While contributors to Wikipedia are just 5 percent of users, that is a far larger contributing base than to traditional encyclopedias, and many more consult Wikipedia on a daily basis than they ever consulted print-based encyclopedias. Learning, too, has a “long tail,” where more and more is available virtually, to potentially much wider, more distributed, and diverse ranges of people.

We do not claim to have solutions for these massively complex social issues, nor do we claim to understand fully the relationships between and among the various developments we have listed. However, we do believe the opportunity now exists to mobilize educators and learners to more energetic and productive learning ends. Interactive technologies and collaborative learning have inspired enormous excitement, and contemporary youth exhibit great facility in negotiating the use of new media. We believe, accordingly, that learning institutions can be developed to do a better job of enlisting the imagination of youth and to use the specialized interests of young people for the purposes of placing in practice wise and rigorous forms of knowledge sharing.

To accomplish this end will require that educators rethink their most cherished methodologies and assumptions. It is not easy to rethink knowledge in the Net Age. As open source legal theorist and activist James Boyle notes in his witty and terse article “A Closed Mind about an Open World,” we have been conditioned by a confluence of factors, economic and social,
political and cultural, to acquire an “openness aversion.” The familiar is safe, easy, reliable. Boyle suggests that aversion to openness—to be disposed against the challenge of the unforeseen—is an actual cognitive bias that leads us to “undervalue the importance, viability and productive power of open systems, open networks and non-proprietary production.” To overcome this bias requires that knowledge producers (all of us involved in the practices of teaching, in whatever current institutional configuration) rethink every aspect (from economic theory to citation form) of what we think of as “knowledge production.”

**Digital Presence and Digital Futures**

Digital technologies increasingly enable and encourage social networking and interactive, collaborative engagements, including those implicating and impacting learning. And yet traditional learning institutions, whether K–12 or institutions of higher learning, continue to privilege individualized performance in assessments and reward structures. Born and matured out of a century and a half of institutional shaping, maturing, and hardening, these assessment and reward structures have become fixed in place. But they now serve also to weigh down and impede new learning possibilities.

Digital technologies have dramatically encouraged self-learning. Web interfaces have made for less hierarchical and more horizontal modes of access. The Web has also facilitated the proliferation of information, from the inane and banal to the esoteric and profound, from the patently false, misleading, even
(potentially) dangerous and destructive to the compelling, important, and (potentially) life-enhancing and life-saving. But the relative horizontality of access to the Web has had another surprising effect: it has flattened out contributions to knowledge making, too, making them much less the function of a credentialed elite and increasingly collaboratively created.

What are the implications of this dual horizontality—of access and contribution—for learning, then? It is to that question we turn next.
Pillars of Institutional Pedagogy: Ten Principles for the Future of Learning

We suggest that the following ten principles are foundational to rethinking the future of learning institutions. We see these principles as riders, both as challenges and as the general grounds on which to develop creative learning practices, both transformative and transforming as new challenges emerge and new technological possibilities are fashioned.

1. Self-Learning

Self-learning has bloomed; discovering online possibilities is a skill now developed from early childhood through advanced adult life. Even online reading, as Alan Liu reminds us, has become collaborative, interactive, nonlinear and relational, engaging multiple voices. We browse, scan, connect in mid-paragraph if not mid-sentence to related material, look up information relevant or related to what we are reading. Sometimes this mode of relational reading might draw us completely away from the original text, hypertextually streaming us into completely new threads and pathways across the information
highways and byways. It is not for nothing that the Internet is called the “Web,” sometimes resembling a maze but more often than not serving as a productive if complex and challenging switchboard.

2. Horizontal Structures

Relatedly, an increasingly horizontal structure of learning puts pressure on how learning institutions—schools, colleges, universities, and their surrounding support apparatuses—enable learning. Institutional education has tended to be authoritative, top-down, standardized, and predicated on individuated assessment measured on standard tests. Increasingly today, work regimes involve collaboration with colleagues in teams. Multi-tasking and overlapping but not discrete strengths and skills reinforce capacities to work around problems, work out solutions, and work together to complete projects. Given the range and volume of information available and the ubiquity of access to information sources and resources, learning strategy shifts from a focus on information as such to judgment concerning reliable information, from memorizing information to how to find reliable sources. In short, from learning that to learning how, from content to process.

3. From Presumed Authority to Collective Credibility

Learning is shifting from issues of authoritativeness to issues of credibility. A major part of the future of learning is in developing methods, often communal, for distinguishing good knowl-
edge sources from those that are questionable. Increasingly, learning is about how to make wise choices—epistemologically, methodologically, concerning productive collaborative partnerships to broach complex challenges and problems. Learning increasingly concerns not only how to resolve issues regarding information architecture, interoperability and compatibility, scalability and sustainability, but also how to address ethical dilemmas. It concerns, in addition, issues of judgment in resolving tensions between different points of view in increasingly interdisciplinary environments. We find ourselves increasingly being moved to interdisciplinary and collaborative knowledge-creating and learning environments in order to address objects of analysis and research problems that are multidimensional and complex, and the resolution of which cannot be fashioned by any single discipline. Knowledge formation and learning today thus pose more acute challenges of trust. If older, more traditional learning environments were about trusting knowledge authorities or certified experts, that model can no longer withstand the growing complexities—the relational constitution of knowledge domains and the problems they pose.

4. A De-Centered Pedagogy

In secondary schools and higher education, many administrators and individual teachers have been moved to limit use of collectively and collaboratively crafted knowledge sources, most notably Wikipedia, for course assignments or to issue quite stringent guidelines for their consultation and reference. This is a catastrophically anti-intellectual reaction to a knowledge-making, global phenomenon of epic proportions.
To ban sources such as Wikipedia is to miss the importance of a collaborative, knowledge-making impulse in humans who are willing to contribute, correct, and collect information without remuneration: by definition, this is education. To miss how much such collaborative, participatory learning underscores the foundations of learning is defeatist, unimaginative, even self-destructive.²⁷

Instead, leaders at learning institutions need to adopt a more inductive, collective pedagogy that takes advantage of our era. John Seely Brown has noted that it took professional astronomers many years to realize that the benefits to their field of having tens of thousands of amateur stargazers reporting on celestial activity far outweighed the disadvantages of unreliability. This was a colossal observation, given that among the cohort of amateur astronomers were some who believed it was their duty to save the earth from Martians. In other words, professional astronomers had large issues of credibility that had to be counterpoised to the compelling issue of wanting to expand the knowledge base of observed celestial activity. In the end, it was thought that “kooks” would be sorted out through Web 2.0 participatory and corrective learning. The result has been a far greater knowledge, amassed in this participatory method, than anyone had ever dreamed possible, balanced by collective and professional procedures for sorting through the data for obviously wrong or misguided reportings. If professional astronomers can adopt such a de-centered method for assembling information, certainly college and high school teachers can develop a pedagogical method also based on collective checking, inquisitive skepticism, and group assessment.²⁸
5. Networked Learning

Socially networked collaborative learning extends some of the most established practices, virtues, and dispositional habits of individualized learning. These include taking turns in speaking, posing questions, listening to and hearing others out. Networked learning, however, goes beyond these conversational rules to include correcting others, being open to being corrected oneself, and working together to fashion workarounds when straightforward solutions to problems or learning challenges are not forthcoming. It is not that individualized learning cannot end up encouraging such habits and practices. But they are not natural to individual learning, which leans on a social framework that stresses competition and hierarchy rather than cooperation, partnering, and mediation. If individualized learning is chained to a social vision prompted by “prisoner dilemma” rationality in which one cooperates only if it maximizes narrow self-interest, networked learning is committed to a vision of the social stressing cooperation, interactivity, mutuality, and social engagement for their own sakes and for the powerful productivity to which it more often than not leads. The power of ten working interactively will almost invariably outstrip the power of one looking to beat out the other nine.

6. Open Source Education

Networked learning is predicated on and deeply interwoven into the fabric of open source culture. Open source culture seeks to share openly and freely in the creation of culture, in its
production processes, and in its product, its content. It looks to have its processes and products improved through the contributions of others by being made freely available to all. If individualized learning is largely tethered to a social regime of copyright-protected intellectual property and privatized ownership, networked learning is committed in the end to an open source and open content social regime. Individualized learning tends overwhelmingly to be hierarchical: one learns from the teacher or expert, on the basis overwhelmingly of copyright-protected publications bearing the current status of knowledge. Networked learning is at least peer-to-peer and more robustly many-to-many.

In some circumstances, where resources are unevenly distributed, the network operates according to what we call a *many-to-multitudes model*. That is, a group that has access to resources sustains and supports the infrastructure required to engage in what are equitable *intellectual* exchanges with those who do not have the financial resources to sustain digital connection. Many international social movements—such as those focused on Darfur or Tibet—operate from this many-to-multitudes interactivity where financial resources on one end are balanced by local expertise and human investment and labor on the other for interchanges that are rich and socially valuable for all participants. Many-to-multitudes does not erase the digital divide but, rather, acknowledges its material reality and provides a more collective model of capital (monetary capital and human capital) to promote interchange. The desire (on all sides) for interactivity fuels this digitally driven form of social networking, as much in learning as in economic practices. It provides
the circuits and nodes, the combustion energy and driving force for engaged and sustained innovative activity, sparking creativity, extending the circulation of ideas and practices, making available the test sites for innovative developments, even the laboratory for the valuable if sometimes painful lessons to be learned from failure.

7. Learning as Connectivity and Interactivity

The connectivities and interactivities made possible by digitally enabled social networking in its best outcomes produce learning ensembles in which the members both support and sustain, elicit from and expand on each other’s learning inputs, contributions, and products. Challenges are not simply individually faced frustrations, Promethean mountains to climb alone, but mutually shared, to be redefined, solved, resolved, or worked around—together.

An application such as Live Mesh allows one to unite and synchronize one’s entire range of devices and applications into a seamless web of interactivity. It enables instantaneous file- and data-sharing with other users with whom the user is remotely connected, thus allowing at least potentially for seamless and more or less instant communication across work and recreational environments. Our technological architecture thus is fast making net-working—in contrast with isolated, individualized working—the default. Slower to adapt, the organizational architecture of our educational institutions and pedagogical delivery are just starting to catch on and catch up.
8. Lifelong Learning

It has become obvious that from the point of view of participatory learning there is no finality. Learning is lifelong. It is lifelong not simply in the Socratic sense of it taking that long to realize that the more one knows the more one realizes how little one knows. It is lifelong in the sense also, perhaps anti-Platonically, that the increasingly rapid changes in the world’s makeup mean that we must necessarily learn anew, acquiring new knowledge to face up to the challenges of novel conditions as we bear with us the lessons of adaptability, of applying lessons to unprecedented situations and challenges. It is not just that economic prospects demand it; increasingly “our” sociality and culture now do, too.

It remains an open question still whether connected, open source, interactive, networked, horizontal, lifelong learning will have a transformative epistemological impact on what we learn at our educational institutions. But what is certain is that the pedagogical changes we have enumerated have radically changed how we know how we know.30

9. Learning Institutions as Mobilizing Networks

Collaborative, networked learning alters also how we think about learning institutions, and network culture about how to conceive of institutions more generally. Traditionally, institutions have been thought about in terms of rules, regulations, norms governing interactivity, production, and distribution within the institutional structure. Network culture and
associated learning practices and arrangements suggest that we think of institutions, especially those promoting learning, as mobilizing networks. The networks enable a mobilizing that stresses flexibility, interactivity, and outcome. And the mobilizing in turn encourages and enables networking interactivity that lasts as long as it is productive, opening up or giving way to new interacting networks as older ones ossify or newly emergent ones signal new possibilities. Institutional culture thus shifts from the weighty to the light, from the assertive to the enabling. With this new formation of institutional understanding and practice, the challenges we face concern such considerations as reliability and predictability alongside flexibility and innovation.

10. Flexible Scalability and Simulation

Networked learning both facilitates and must remain open to various scales of learning possibility, from the small and local to the widest and most far-reaching constituencies capable of productively contributing to a domain, subject matter, knowledge formation and creation. New technologies allow for small groups whose members are at physical distance to each other to learn collaboratively together and from each other; but they also enable larger, more anonymous yet equally productive interactions. They make it possible, through virtual simulations, to learn about large-scale processes, life systems, and social structures without either having to observe or recreate them in real life. The scale will be driven by the nature of the project or knowledge base, ranging from a small group of students work-
ing on a specific topic together to open-ended and open-sourced contributions to the Encyclopedia of Life or to Wikipedia. Learning institutions must be open to flexibility of scale at both ends of the spectrum, devising ways of acknowledging and rewarding appropriate participation in and contributions to such collective and collaborative efforts rather than too quickly dismissing them as easy or secondary or insufficiently individualistic to warrant merit.
We have been stressing the range of opportunities and the transformative possibilities for learning at all levels as a result of readily available and emergent digital technologies. We are not naive, and we realize also the challenges, limitations, and misdirections—in short, the opportunity costs—resulting from these developments. Some of this comes inevitably with the unsettling of long-established ways of doing things. When well-established modes of making knowledge sediment, they can become at least restrictive, if not unproductive. As new modes challenge, the old institutional structures can either dig in and refuse to respond other than to dismiss, or they can seek to work out renewed and renewing regimes disposed to take advantage of the possible productive elements.

The challenges by participatory learning to institutional order in higher education (though these challenges count too in thinking about other institutional levels and formations) range from the banal to the constitutive, from the disciplining of behavioral breaches of protocol and expectation to normative conceptions of what constitutes knowledge and how it is authorized.
Conclusion: Yesterday’s Tomorrow

We have been re-examining some of the key premises and the roles they have played in shaping learning institutions in general and higher education more particularly, especially since the end of World War II. Access to education at all levels for larger and larger segments of the population was crucial to settling class conflict and the development of middle class aspiration in the wake of the Great Depression. Publicly funded schools, community colleges, and technical training institutions as well as universities drew rapidly expanding numbers, shaping what it meant to be an educated citizen, a productive employee, and a moral person. As a consequence, income and wealth expanded from the 1930s to the 1980s, though significantly more so for some groups than for others. Demand for labor for the most part outstripped its supply, creating an upward spiral for wages and subsequent wealth and quality of life, in particular from one generation to the next.

All this began to change at the onset of the 1980s. The neoliberal cuts in state services, including notably to educational resources at all levels, driven in the past three decades by the
marriage of political economy and the culture wars, have meant a resurgence in inequality tied to educational access, the insistence on test-driven pedagogy, and the class bifurcation, racially molded, in access to creative learning practices. The earlier emphasis on public education has given way to its privatizing erosion at all levels, whether through experiments in corporately run schools and school districts, through charter schools and vouchers, through distance learning programs for the racial poor on reservations, the dramatic privatization of higher education, or through the introduction of user fees for the likes of libraries and especially museums and their transformation by the cultural industry model of urban branding into sites for tourist attraction.31

No institution of higher education in the country today has tested in a comprehensive way new methods of learning based on peer-to-peer distributed systems of collaborative work characteristic of the new Internet age. We have mentioned earlier a couple of experimental examples emerging at the school level. Social psychologists such as Joshua Aronson and Claude M. Steele have established quite conclusively that collaborative learning is beneficial across class and culture, race and religion. These new modes of distributed, collaborative engagement are likely both to attract a broad range of motivated learning across conventional social divisions (think of the anonymous interactions across classes and races in online gaming) and to inspire new forms of knowledge and product creation. But can we really say, in 2009, that the institutions of learning—from preschool to the PhD—are suited to the new forms of learning made available by digital technologies? Is there an educational enterprise
anywhere in the world redesigned with the deep assumptions of networked thinking core and central to its lesson planning? Has anyone yet put into institutional practice at the level of higher education what John Seely Brown is calling a “social life of learning for the ‘Net age’”?

If we face a future where every person has (easy access to) a laptop or networked mobile device, what will it mean? What will it mean for institutionally advocated, mediated, and activated learning? How will educators use these tools and this moment? How will users—learners—adapt them to learning functionality, access, and productive learning possibilities? Will what is learned and the new methods of learning alter as a consequence, becoming quicker but shallower, more instrumental and less reflective? Or will the social networking possibilities prompt greater reflexivity, a more sustained sociality in which the positions and concerns of the otherwise remote are more readily taken into consideration in decision making? How can we use these tools to inspire our most traditional institutions of learning to change?

It is to the illustration of what learning institutions currently offer that we next turn. In the book-length version we discuss at length also the obstacles learning institutions now traditionally pose to innovative learning that takes advantage of the online learning practices and possibilities available. It is our hope that, by assessing some of the institutional barriers as well as some of the institutional promise, we can begin to mobilize our institutions to envision formal, higher education as part of a continuum with (rather than a resistance to) the collaborative, participatory, networked engagements that our students participate in online today.
It would be easy to fall into handwringing, to say our institutions of education are antiquated and therefore doomed. In fact, their persistence suggests that, outmoded as they may be, they are not only not doomed—but thriving—at present. The baby boom of the baby boom, in 2009, makes admission to a college or university more competitive than it has ever been. A college degree is still the key to success, as all comparative studies of income levels and educational attainment attest. So it is our objective in this report not to simply dismiss, excoriate, or condemn, but to look at places where institutions are and could be productively changing in order to provide examples for those innovative educators, administrators, students, and parents who seek change and are not sure where to look for models.

MIT professor and digital learning pioneer Henry Jenkins has usefully spoken of the “convergence” resulting from networking a culture of new models and forms and contributions with older models. The convergence is not just the new working on and not simply around older forms, but thoroughly remixing and modding them, transforming them piecemeal, expanding and enlarging access to them. So, too, we believe, is the charge and challenge to the immediate future of learning institutions. Remixed learning institutions may well be the model of the future.

Rather than describe that model in words, we offer here a portfolio of models, with URLs and screenshots from Web pages, of educational enterprises that are seeking to change not just the tools of the trade of education—but the trade itself. How successful these experiments in new institutional formations will be remains in question. We offer these concluding
examples simply to provoke thought, not to foreclose it, to prod imaginations. In the book version we engage a more sustained account of the possibilities, challenges, and indeed failures posed by such examples. It is our hope that, in thinking together with all of those who have contributed to our forums—face-to-face at HASTAC gatherings as well as online with the Institute for the Future of the Book collaborative tool—we have begun a process, together, of envisioning better ways to think of the future of learning institutions in our digital age.
Appendix: Portfolio of Virtual Learning Institutions: Models, Experiments, and Examples to Learn and Build On

Gaming and Virtual Environments in Education

Not only is educational gaming becoming seen as a viable alternative to a formal education, but other types of virtual environments and Massively Multiplayer Online Games are being recognized for their educational components. Below are just some of the most popular examples of these educational alternatives.

Virtual Worlds
An undergraduate course, “Field Research Methods in Second Life,” conducted entirely in the virtual world of Second Life, was taught by Ed Lamoureux of Bradley College in January 2007. Due to the success of this class, Lamoureux, Professor Beliveau in Second Life, has created two new courses based on the same principles, “Introduction to Field Research in Virtual Worlds” and “Field Research in Virtual Worlds.”
Single-Player Computer Games
Classic computer games such as *SimCity* and *Civilization* are being given new life through their use in the classroom because of their ability to simulate complete environments. These games are often used to teach students about building and maintaining social and physical institutions.

(a) Bradley College professor Ed Lamoureux with his avatar, Professor Beliveau; and (b) student Ryan Cult with his avatar, Judge Canned.
Screen shots of (a) SimCity and (b) Civilization
Massively Multiplayer Online Games
Massively Multiplayer Online Games are attracting scholarly attention as an important social phenomenon. Games such as *World of Warcraft* offer alternative worlds where social functions, learning, and the development of social, tactical, and work skills can be practiced in a virtual environment. Researchers are also beginning to look at these games as a way to study model societies and social interactions.

![Screenshot from World of Warcraft](image)
Serious (or Educational) Games

Gamelab Institute of Play  The Gamelab Institute of Play (http://www.instituteofplay.com) promotes gaming literacy (which they define as “the play, analysis, and creation of games”) as a foundation for learning, innovation, and change in a digital society. Although they have been involved in several initiatives that target teenagers, such as the Gaming School, they offer
programs for all ages and technical abilities. In fact, one of their primary goals is to foster collaboration and an exchange of ideas between students, educators, and professionals. Through gaming the Institute of Play hopes to explore new ways to think, act, and create.

**Quest to Learn: New York, New York** Scheduled to open in the fall of 2009, Quest to Learn, a school using game-inspired methods to teach traditional and multimedia literacies, is a joint venture between the Transformative Media at Parsons The New School for Design in collaboration with the nonprofit organization New Visions for Public Schools (See http://www.q2l.org/).

Quest to Learn will be a District 2 school, located in Manhattan, and will open with a 6th grade in fall 2009, adding a new grade each year. See http://www.q2l.org/.
This innovative middle and high school, conceptualized by Katie Salen, Director of Graduate Studies in the Digital Design department at Parsons School of Design, redefines the learning paradigm and actively seeks to change the way institutions of learning are conceived of and built by blurring the traditional line between learning and play. It aims to prepare students for a digitally mediated future through a curriculum structured around the creation and execution of alternate reality games. The project will also act as a demonstration and research site for alternative trends in education funded in part by the MacArthur Digital Media and Learning Initiative.

The New York City Museum School

The 400 high-school students at the NYC Museum School (http://schools.nyc.gov/SchoolPortals/02/M414/default.htm) spend up to three days a
week at a chosen museum (either the American Museum of Natural History, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Children’s Museum of Manhattan, or the South Street Seaport Museum) studying with specialists and museum educators. Students work on different projects depending on which museum they choose (e.g., geometry and computer animation at the Children’s Museum or navigation at the South Street Seaport Museum). At the end of senior year each student shares a thesis-like project on a chosen theme. The NYC Museum School was founded in 1994 by a former Brooklyn Museum assistant director in partnership with a former teacher with the Lab School in New York. It has been featured in the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s “High Schools for the New Millennium” report.

**The School of the Future: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania** The School of the Future in Philadelphia is unique in that it is the first urban high school to be built in a working partnership with a leading software company, Microsoft. The school opened in September 2006 and serves approximately 750 students in a state-of-the-art, high-tech, and “green” facility. Microsoft’s Partners in Learning initiative played an integral part in the design and conceptualization of the school, not through a monetary donation (The School of the Future is funded by the School District of Philadelphia), but through the development of new technologies for both teaching and administrative purposes. Among the most innovative, and controversial, of these technologies is a smart card that allows access to digital lockers and that tracks calories consumed during school meals (breakfast and dinner are also served before and after school). Class
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schedules and locations change every day (the goal being to break down our culture’s dependency on time and place), and all rooms are designed with flexible floor plans to foster teamwork and project-based learning. Instead of a library and textbooks all students are given a laptop with wireless access to the Interactive Learning Center, the school’s hub for interactive educational material. These laptops are linked to SMARTBoards in every classroom and networked so that assignments and notes can be accessed even from home. The building itself is also unique in its holistic approach. Rainwater is caught and repurposed for use in toilets, the roof is covered with vegetation to shield it from ultraviolet rays, panels embedded within the windows capture light and transform it into energy, room settings auto-adjust based on natural lighting and atmospheric
conditions, and sensors in all the rooms turn lights on and off depending on whether the space is being used. In short, the School of the Future incorporates many innovations but also has high-tech interactivity that borders on extreme surveillance that makes it a questionable model for future participatory learning initiatives. For more information, see http://www.phila.k12.pa.us/offices/communications/press_releases/2006/09/07/söffacts.html and http://www.microsoft.com/education/SchoolofFuture-.mspx.
Notes

1. The forums took place on February 8, 2007, in Chicago, Illinois; April 21, 2007, at Duke University in Durham, North Carolina, at Electronic Techtonics: Thinking at the Interface, the first international HASTAC conference; and on May 11, 2007, at the University of California’s Humanities Research Institute (UCHRI), in Irvine, California.

2. Learning institutions have made great strides in recent years. See, for example, Jason Szep, “Technology Reshapes America’s Classrooms,” New York Times, July 7, 2008. In our forthcoming book, The Future of Thinking, we include an extensive “Bibliography: Resources and Models.” Yet there is still significant progress to be made. Learning institutions must reexamine their entire structure and approach to learning before they can truly enter the digital age.


4. According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the title of “oldest” is a matter of dispute but, generally, the order is accepted as: University of Al-Karaouine, in Fes, Morocco (859); Al-Azhar University in Cairo,
Egypt (975); the University of Bologna, Italy (1088); the University of Paris (1150); and Oxford (1167).

5. For an excellent discussion of different access to participation, or what is commonly known as the “digital divide,” from a transnational perspective, see Terry Flew, *New Media: An Introduction* (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2008). In the People’s Republic of China, for example, only ten percent of the population has access to the Internet at present, and virtually all communications on the Internet are under surveillance by the government, an issue of both access and censorship. In the United States, Mehra, Merkel, and Bishop, “The Internet for Empowerment of Minority and Marginalized Users,” 782, discuss the roles of educational level, socioeconomic status, income, and race as factors contributing to and also influenced by access to digital technologies.


7. John Palfrey and Urs Gasser, in *Born Digital: Understanding the First Generation of Digital Natives* (New York: Basic Books, 2008), powerfully make the case for the invisibility of many of these issues to many of those (including the vast majority of students entering college today) who have been raised in a world where digital, participatory learning exists. This is in no way to diminish the fact of the digital divide but to emphasize an epistemological divide separating those who grew up participating in digital culture and those who have learned it in adulthood.


9. The initial posting of the draft manuscript on the Institute for the Future of the Book’s Web site in January 2007 amassed over 350 registrants. It has since changed considerably to take the comments and suggestions of these registrants into consideration. All comments through March 2008 have been taken into consideration in this publication.
10. For full discussion of authorship in participatory learning (which uses this project as one of its examples) and how participatory learning practices change the stated and unstated premises of peer review, see Cathy N. Davidson, “Humanites 2.0: Promise, Perils, Predictions,” *Publications of the Modern Language Association (PMLA)* 123, no. 3 (May 2008): 707–717.

11. An excellent example of an interactive hybrid is the multiple publication sites for the proceedings of our first HASTAC conference (May 2007). *Electronic Techtonics: Thinking at the Interface*, edited by Erin Ennis, Zoë Marie Jones, Paolo Mangiafico, Mark Olson, Jennifer Rhee, Mitali Routh, Jonathan E. Tarr, and Brett Walters, was published under Creative Commons licensing by Lulu, an open source venture founded by Red Hat CEO Bob Young. The book is available for purchasing as a printed volume or by free digital download. Additionally, a multimedia version is available on the HASTAC Web site (www.hastac.org), and edited talks from the conference appear on the HASTAC YouTube Channel (http://www.youtube.com/user/video4hastac). Finally, the interactive data visualization experiment collaboratively produced for the conference has contributed to a nonprofit research Web site, SparkIP (http://www.sparkip.com), which also has an online for-profit component. All of these various forms of content creation constitute “publishing” in the digital age.


15. See Lawrence Grossberg, *Caught in the Crossfire: Kids, Politics, and America’s Future* (Boulder, CO: Paradigm Publishers, 2005) for a tren-
chant analysis of ways that class and race factor into the lives of youth and merge in U.S. national policy and ideology; and Philomena Essed and David Theo Goldberg, eds., *Race Critical Theories* (London: Blackwell, 2002), for further discussion of how racism inflects these issues. See also Christopher Newfield, *Unmaking the Public University: The Forty-Year Assault on the Middle Class* (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008).


17. See http://www.americaspromise.org/APAPage.aspx?id=10354. *Cities in Crisis: A Special Analytic Report on High School Graduation*, released April 1, 2008, chaired by Alma J. Powell of America’s Promise Alliance and prepared by Editorial Projects in Education Research Center, reveals that “in the metropolitan areas surrounding 35 of the nation’s largest cities, graduation rates in urban schools were lower than those in nearby suburban communities. In several instances, the disparity between urban-suburban graduation rates was more than 35 percentage points.”

18. See The Prison University Project (http://www.prisonuniversityproject.org/resources.html) and the Correctional Education Facts from the National Institute for Literacy (www.nifl.gov/nifl/facts/correctional.html).


20. Former head of the U.S.-based National Telecommunications Infrastructure Administration (NTIA) Larry Irving was among the first to use the term “digital divide” during the Clinton Administration. However, the George W. Bush Administration has focused on growth of access rather than on gaps and divides in its reports, making it very difficult, on a national level, to assess how much of a divide currently exists across socioeconomic levels, within and across races, ethnicities, language and cultural barriers (such as new immigrant communities). For essays that
focus on some of these issues, see Anna Everett, ed., *Learning Race and Ethnicity: Youth and Digital Media* (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008).


22. Although many people use the phrase “Net Age” as a shorthand for “Internet Age,” we are here using John Seely Brown’s particular use of the term to signal both the Internet and networking, the specific combination that O’Reilly calls Web 2.0 and that seems to us a vastly rich model for learning and a specific challenge to most existing forms of learning institutions. See his keynote address, “The Social Life of Learning in the Net Age,” presented at the First International HASTAC conference, Electronic Techtonics: Thinking at the Interface, Duke University, April 19, 2007 (http://www.hastac.org/informationyear/ET/JohnSeelyBrown).


25. Since 1994, Alan Liu has been the “weaver,” as he says, of *The Voice of the Shuttle: Web Page for Humanities Research* (http://liu.english.ucsb.edu/the-voice-of-the-shuttle-Web-page-for-humanities-research/).

26. Alan Liu has circulated a useful and levelheaded set of guidelines he issues to students in his undergraduate college classes about consulting Wikipedia for formal coursework purposes. See http://www.english.ucsb.edu/faculty/ayliu/courses/wikipedia-policy.html.

27. Perhaps the best article available on the advantages and, candidly, the shortcomings of Wikipedia as a collaborative knowledge site and, differently, as a reference work is the entry on “Wikipedia” on Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia).
28. For an extended discussion of the new models of mind and brain necessary to envision a new, collaborative, horizontal pedagogy, see Cathy N. Davidson’s forthcoming *The Rewired Brain: The Deep Structure of Thinking for the Information Age* (to be published by Viking Press in 2010). In more practical terms, E. O. Wilson, the noted biologist, has been leading a major online undertaking in collaboration with others to provide a comprehensive, open source, online catalog of knowledge about every known biological species. It is, as the home page announces, “an ecosystem of Web sites that makes all key information about all life on Earth accessible to anyone, anywhere in the world.” Calling for contribution from any concerned person, the project organizers nevertheless have stringent oversight constraints on the quality of contribution, looking to domain experts as content editors. See Encyclopedia of Life (http://www.eol.org/index).


30. HASTAC has taken an active role in exploring a variety of electronic publishing forms. In addition to helping to support Kelty’s online version of *Two Bits* (as a free download that can be remixed and commented on) and to publishing the first draft of this book on a collaborative writing site, HASTAC has published the proceedings of its first annual conference with Lulu.com, a self-publishing site that allows users to purchase a book or to download for free as well in a multimedia form. The “proceedings” of the second conference combine multimedia (audio-video) as well as multiauthored live blogging of talks, exhibits, and events as an online archive of the event. Each of us is engaged in
ongoing discussions with various academic presses about contemporary electronic publishing initiatives as the future direction of academic publishing.


32. This is the title for the keynote address that John Seely Brown delivered at the first international conference of HASTAC, Electronic Techtonics: Thinking at the Interface, April 19, 2007, at the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. A Webcast is available at www.hastac.org. Some schools, including public schools, are just coming online which seek to institutionalize these newly emergent models of networked learning practices.


34. Many of the contributors to the Institute for the Future of the Book Web site used (often cryptic) usernames in order to register and thus could not be identified in terms of their institutional connections. This does not make their comments any less valuable and is instead a natural product of digital collaboration. We attempted to contact users and ask permission to use their real names and institutional affiliations. Where we received no response, we have used the name or pseudonym they used on the IFB site.
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